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Lake martin louisiana rentals

We have kayaks and canoes for rent at Lake Martin for fishing or just to enjoy the beautiful view of Lake Martin Marsh. We offer kayaks and canoes for rent at Lake Martin for fishing or just going out and enjoying the beautiful views of Lake Martin, Marsh and Bays. Please keep the boat clean if the boat is
not cleaned on the return trip, there will be a $10 cleaning fee per boat.  Kayak and canoe rental rate: $15.00 People per hour (cash) Kayak &amp; Canoe Rate: $18.00 People per hour (credit card) * There is a $5.00 fee if you want to launch your private kayak or canoe.  Rates are valid for 1 hour only.
For a 2-hour or more tour, please call 337-230-4068. People per hour (cash) Kayak &amp; Canoe Rate: $23.00 People per hour (credit card) * There is a $5.00 fee if you want to launch your private kayak or canoe.  Please call 337-230-4068 Canoe &amp; KAYAK as a whole different world home »
KAYAK &amp; CANOE rental, we provide kayak and canoe rental at Lake Martin for fishing or just to enjoy the beautiful view of Lake Martin, Marsh &amp; Bayous. Please call (337)230-4068 Canoe &amp; KAYAK into a completely different world due to the spread of COVID-19. Please stay safe and call
in advance to get the latest information. Welcome to The Cottage at Lake Martin, which is located at the picturesque Lake Martin, a short drive from the historic Bridge of Breaux, Louisiana, and just a few minutes from Lafayette!  We focus on one group at a time to make sure you have a private and
pleasant stay.    Lake Martin/Cypress Island Is treated as one of the largest wade bird rookeries in North America.  A new boardwalk weaves your way through cypress trees for the perfect photo opportunity.  Snow Come relax and enjoy our friendly Cajun culture with unique Cajun and Zydeco music,
delicious food, exciting festivals and wonderful ancient shopping!   The Breaux Bridge, hosted by the famous Crawfish Festival and Lafayette, hosts the second-largest Louisiana Mardi Gras, the Acadiens et Creoles and Festival International de Louisiane, to be the first to add reviews to The Cottage at
Martin Lake, Lake Martin and Cypress Island Preserve, attracting thousands of visitors from around the world to see the great bird's whereie to experience the best natural wonders in the world. Eco-friendly and can go to places where regular tour boats can't - kayaking is the perfect craft for this
environment. Our tour - conducted daily - guides you through the cypress cathedral, adorned with moss and overflowing with bird life, you will see the most beautiful area of this 800-acre lake. Experienced guides are familiar with the lake. Special kayak with stable and easy paddleslife jacket
WaterComfortable clothing for active adventure of snacks and water. Hats, sunglasses and sunscreen are useful but not compulsory (our paths are shady). Our tour takes place casually, you'll have time to take photos and witness nature. If you don't have your own waterproof case, your guide will keep
your phone in a dry bag. Kayaking takes a little time without instruction, and you'll feel comfortable right away. Minimum age is 11 years for those over £275, please email [email protected] after you sign up. Pinhook Rd. Lafayette, LA 70501 Specifically Designed Kayak: Our tour uses a native 12FX kayak.
The seat of your kayak is a lawn chair, a style seat that keeps you tall and dry, cool and comfortable throughout your journey.  This kayak is light enough for anyone to have an easy time boating – even on their first trip, Lake Martin is home to herons, Egrets, Ibis, Roseate Spoonbills, Osprey, Savoy, Andy
Depending on the season, your kayak is the perfect eco-friendly craft to observe the swamp in a quiet way - allowing you to experience more than a typical boat tour. The gallery of the latest TripsReservations is essential for all our tours, Lake Martin and Cypress Island Preserve attract thousands of
tourists from all over the world to see the wonderful wade of birds. Our tour - conducted every day - guides you through the cypress cathedral, adorned with moss and overflowing with bird life. Our experienced guide will take time to get acquainted with the lake and its inhabitants as you paddle.
Experienced guides are familiar with the lake. Special kayak stable and easy to paddle, life jacket, rain gear and bug spray, if necessary. Hats, sunglasses and sunscreen are useful but not compulsory (our paths are shady). Binoculars and cameras if needed, $59. Our tour takes place casually, you will
have time to take photos and witness nature. If you don't have your own waterproof case, your guide will keep your phone in a dry bag. Kayaking takes a little time without instruction, and you'll feel comfortable right away. Minimum age is 11 years for those over £275, please email [email protected] after



you sign up. Meeting venue: All tours meet at the public boat launch event at Lake Martin, 1321 Rookery Rd. Breaux Bridge, LA 70517Specially. Kayak Design: Our tour uses 12FX native kayaks. The seat of your kayak is a lawn chair, a style seat that keeps you tall and dry, cool and comfortable
throughout your journey.  This kayak is light enough for anyone to have an easy time boating – even on their first trip, Lake Martin is home to herons, Egrets, Ibis, Roseate Spoonbills, Osprey, Savoy, Andy Depending on the season, your kayak is the perfect eco-friendly craft to observe the swamp in a
quiet way - allowing you to experience more than a typical boat tour.   This renovated cottage has a modern European design with a curved tin ceiling, a full kitchen, sliding doors leading to a beautiful view leading to a wrap around the pool, surrounded by 4.5 acres of property, drinking coffee or tea
(available) on the balcony to enjoy the sights and sounds of Cajun Country Pond, a natural house of blue peony, egret, egret. Great white, red-eared sliders, bullfrogs and a few Louisiana codfish! Spring, Summer, Autumn, Winter, Beautiful Swamp Environment Restrictions During the duck hunting
season, the family vault. Table ramps, boats, birds, watching, improving wildlife fishing maps will be paused. Expand to see updated information, updating maps... Your filter is still working studio + 1 bedroom + 2 bedrooms + 3 bedrooms + 4 bedrooms + 5 bedrooms + 6 bedrooms + 7 bedrooms + 8
bedrooms + no pins in your port view. Try moving the map or changing your filters. Showing only hotels with verified availability have you found prices for this property from {rate_price} {rate_periodicity}. Whether you're traveling with friends, family or even pets, the Vrbo holiday home has the best facilities
for hanging out with the most important people, including a swimming pool and WiFi, prices start at $52 per night, and cabins and houses are a popular choice for staying in the Breaux Bridge either way, you'll find a rental for everyone's needs. Need
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